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PSEi’s Forward Woes

A 2021 recovery of up to 8% in Philippine GDP might prove elusive. Aside from the 
threat of a second wave which has prompted the authorities to extend the General 
Community Quarantine (GCQ) for the National Capital Region (makes up 38% of GDP)  
until June 30, the timing and scale of the fiscal stimulus hang in Congress. This is Pillar 
3 of Bayanihan 2 which economic planners envision to drive next year’s recovery; a 
stimulus plan worth Php1.1 trillion that should have taken off this month. See Figure 
1 and Figure 2. 

The Php130bn supplemental budget as proposed by government, which would come 
with a host of what is deemed to be an  optimal mix of fiscal and monetary stimulus 
comprising Pillar 3 of the Covid-19 policy response was hotly contested by Congress 
which passed in third reading its own version of  fiscal stimulus, a sizable Php1.3 tril-
lion. The Senate was set to propose Php170bn. 

The cost of jumpstarting the economy could get bigger by the day because so far the 
disbursed amount of Php600bn which is just 3% of GDP (one of the lowest in Asia) 
badly needs a follow-through. And Pillar 3 is what will produce a more forceful stimu-
lus of 9% of GDP. See Table 1 for Congress’ fiscal stimulus version. 

Investors may have to deal with how long it takes for a reconciled stimulus version in 
both houses of the legislature, a test of  will in  this time of great need. The downside 
is that the fast-moving peers in Asia could be real rivals for capital flows amid the 
many uncertainties related to global trade shrinkage and rising unemployment.     .

Congress believes that Php1.3 trillion will offset what it estimated to be a bigger  
output loss for the economy worth Php2.0 trillion based on a Php200bn drop in GDP 
for every 1% growth reduction in GDP. That’s just the first phase of an even bigger 
Php1.5 trillion second tranch of stimulus it plans to legislate for the budget years 2021 
to 2022. However, it’s at loggerheads with the NEDA’s proposal. Anything that’s not 
funded out of revenues (such as Congress’ proposed  Ph1.3 trillion) within the General 
Appropriations Act (GAA) framework (tax and non-tax) will violate the constitution, 
according to the economic planners. 

So far, however, cash from external sources don’t seem to be wanting. Some Php204bn-
Php300bn intended for the government’s Covid-19 response from the World Bank, 
ADB and China’s AIIB in loans and grants were given to the Philippine government 
according to news reports. For the infra program, Japan recently extended $1.5bn in 
concessional loans. 

From the standpoint of the economic planners, the stimulus could take many forms 
and need not  be all in cash transfers that may be less efficient. Those with huge 
multipliers are preferred such as credit guarantees (thru Philguarantee) and the DBP 
and Landbank’s rediscounting of the coops’ and rural banks’ SME loans with respective 
15-20x and  8x multiplier impact on the economy under a combined proposed recapi-
talization budget of Php70bn  for the state-owned banks under Pillar 3. See table 2. 

The pressure is on for government to raise funds to jumpstart the recovery. And while 
economic planners say it does not have to come at the expense of the budget deficit 
limits and debt sustainability while Congress asserted that these are extraordinary 
times that call for extraordinary measures, time is of the essence. 
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Table 1. Philippine Economic Stimulus Act (PESA) Passed by  
House on Third Reading

Figure 2. Phase and Adaptive Recovery Approach
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Figure 1. Four-Pillar Strategy
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Total for Pillar 1 and 2 654

For Pillar 3 Monetary and Fiscal Packages to Support Recovery Plan/Pillar 4

BSP Buying Government Bonds Actual Php300bn, Proposed up to Php540bn 540

Regulatory Relief/Rate Cut, Penalties Waiver (Done) 220

Land Bank, DBP and Philippine Guarantee Capital Injections (For Congress Approval) 70

CREATE impact 2020 (lost government revenues, gain for private sector) For Congress 
Approval

42

Scope for BSP bond buying and tax incentives (For Congress Approval) 228

Pillar 3 Total 1,100

Total of Pillar 1,2,3 = Fiscal Stimulus 9% of GDP 1,754

Table 2. NEDA, DOF Proposal (in Php bn)

Sources: Various newspapers on government pronouncements

 
How the Php1.3T House of Rep. Fiscal Stimulus/Pillar 4 Recovery 
Plan was arrived at. Php bn

a. 2020 GDP Growth Estimate % Pre-Covid 6

b. 2020 GDP Growth Estimate % Covid Shock (4)

c. 2020 GDP Growth Decline % (a+b) 10

d. For every 1% drop, Lost Output Php bn 200

e. 2020 Total Final Output Loss Php bn (c x d) 2,000

f. Government Spending Multiplier (x) 1.5

   Proposed Fiscal Stimulus for Recovery Plan (e/f) Php bn 1,333

   Proposed Disbursement: Php1.3T to run for 3 years with Php708bn for 2020


